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Profile update
- Claim language discussed with regard to follow up on the ACRIN 6678 statistics; more discussion needed

Claim
- Coefficient of variation (CV) results from the ACRIN 6678 Test/Retest data discussed.
- Dr. Lodge provided some suggested edits.
- Dr. Kinahan reported on follow up with Dr. Gatsonis regarding statistics.
- Minimal changes made:
  - 10-12% range for the CV is now recommended, instead of the previous 9-15%, to reflect the literature
  - Added claim statement regarding future studies and field testing
- Discussion of where to place baseline SUV measurement: Appendix vs. claim caveat section
  - Consistency is needed; will need to check with UPICT protocol document
  - Dr. Kinahan asked that this text be forwarded to him for determination if update is needed, even if from the pre-cleaned version of the protocol
- Internal format consistency needed between the Profile and UPICT Protocol
- Tech Ctte would like to have the FDG-PET Profile ready for the Public Comment phase by the end of September

Next steps:
- Approach to addressing Public Comment needs further discussion, along with resolving where to place the SUV measurement specifications in relation to the claim.

Next call: Next FDG-PET Technical Committee call - Discussion of claim and remaining action items, Friday, September 28th, at 9 am CT.